Coordinator Catch-ups:  
Local responses to Covid-19  
10:00 - 11:30 every Wednesday

Agenda
• Welcome and programme updates
• Local supply chains, Natasha Soares, Better Food Traders
• Local case study, Gareth Roberts, Regather Cooperative
• Good Food Movements, Vera Zakharov, Sustain/SFP
• What should we cover in next week’s catch up?
Local
Seasonal
Healthy
Sustainable
Fairly Traded
Low Carbon
Kind to People
Experience of members to date
Dear all at The Local Greens Arch,

Thank you so much for keeping us all in delicious, seasonal, fresh vegetables - it’s the highlight of our week - now & always. What you do every week is incredible & hugely appreciated.

Thank you from our kitchen! Emma & Tom xxx
Food is for life, not just for Covid.

• Buy your food from a Better Food Trader
• Join the Better Food Traders
• Recommend a Better Food Trader

www.betterfoodtraders.org